
LALA LAJPAT RAI UNIVERSITY OF VETERINARY AND ANIMAL SCIENCES, HISAR 

                       NOTIFICATION 
               Amendment No. 02 /2022 

No. Reg./A-1/2022/901 Dated: 09.03.2022 
 

 In pursuance of the decision taken by the Academic Council vide agenda item No. 

58A-4 in its 58th meeting held on 22.02.2022, the worthy Vice-Chancellor is pleased to 

make following amendments/modifications in Chapter-VII of University Calendar Vol-II: 

EXISTING AMENDED 
CHAPTER VII 

GOLD MEDALS/AWARDS RULES 

1.GOLD MEDALS/AWARDS 

Gold medals and other awards will be awarded 

annually at the time of convocation of the university 

to the students: 

 

(a) Securing highest overall grade point average 

(OGPA)/marks and fulfilling the general rules for the 

award of merit gold medals/ awards in all the under-

graduate programmes. 

(b) Basis of award for other gold medals has been 

indicated below each gold medal. 

(c) Awardees shall also have to fulfill the conditions 

laid down in general rules for the award of gold 

medals/ awards. 

 

 

 

2. GENERAL RULES APPLICABLE ON ALL 

GOLD MEDALS/AWARDS 

1. The medals and other awards will be awarded on 

successful completion of the respective programme 

for which the awards are meant. 

2. In order to be eligible, the students must have 

completed the entire programme of study at this 

university and should be in continuous residence for 

the specified period of residential requirements. 

 

CHAPTER VII 

GOLD MEDALS/AWARDS RULES 

1. GOLD MEDALS/AWARDS 

Gold medals and other awards will be awarded 

annually at the time of convocation of  the 

university to the students of constituent college of 

LUVAS, Hisar : 

(a) Securing highest overall grade point average 

(OGPA)/marks and fulfilling the general rules for 

the award of merit gold medals/ awards in all the 

under-graduate programmes. 

(b) Basis of award for other gold medals has been 

indicated below each gold medal. 

(c) Awardees shall also have to fulfill the 

conditions laid down in general rules for the 

award of gold medals/ awards. 

d) Student(s) who migrate from other 

universities/college will not be eligible for any 

type of Medal/award. 

2. GENERAL RULES APPLICABLE ON 

ALL GOLD MEDALS/AWARDS 

1. The medals and other awards will be awarded 

on successful completion of the respective 

programme for which the awards are meant. 

2. In order to be eligible, the students must have 

completed the entire programme of study at this 

university and should be in continuous residence 

for the specified period of residential 

requirements. 



3. The students allowed migration will not be 

considered for award of gold medals. 

4. In order to be eligible, the B.V.Sc. & A.H. students 

must have completed the degree in not more than five 

and a half years including internship period with an 

OGPA of 7.5/10.00 basis. 

5. For the awards meant for M.V.Sc. programme, the 

student must have completed the programme in six 

semesters (to be counted from the date of registration 

upto date of notification), must have obtained an 

OGPA of at least 7.5/ 10.00 basis and must have 

taken atleast 25 credit hours at the end of 1st year of 

his/her registration. 

 

6. For the awards meant for Ph.D. programme the 

students must have completed the entire programme 

in not more than eight semesters to be counted from 

the date of registration upto the date of notification 

and must have obtained OGPA of 7.5/10.00 basis. 

 

 

7. All those students who have passed a particular 

programme of the university in a particular year will 

be considered for the award of merit gold medal for 

that year. 

8. A student who has been on sholastic/conduct 

probation or who had been either rusticated or 

expelled or who has received any 'F' grade in any of 

the course in his/her programme, will not be entitled 

for the awards. The "US" grade obtained in the 

deficiency courses shall not debar the students from 

award of gold medals/awards etc. if they are 

otherwise eligible. 

 

9. If it is found that two or more students have 

obtained the same highest percentage of Marks 

/OGPA, the marks/OGPA obtained in the next lower 

examination may be taken into consideration for 

deciding the award of gold medal. 

3. The students allowed migration will not be 

considered for award of gold medals. 

4. In order to be eligible, the B.V.Sc. & A.H. 

students must have completed the degree in not 

more than five and half years including internship 

period with an OGPA of 7.5/ 10.00 basis. 

5. For the awards meant for M.V.Sc. programme, 

the student must have completed the programme 

in not more than six continuous semesters without 

any break (to be counted from the date of 

registration upto date of  notification), must have 

obtained an OGPA of at least 7.5/ 10.00 basis and 

must have taken at least 25 credit hours at the end 

of 1st year of his/her registration. 

6. For the awards meant for Ph.D. programme the 

students must have completed the entire 

programme in not more than eight continuous 

semesters without any break (to be counted from 

the date of registration upto the date of 

notification) and must have obtained OGPA of 

7.5/10.00 basis. 

7. All those students who have passed a particular 

programme of the university in a particular year 

will be considered for the award of merit gold 

medal for that year. 

8. A student who has been on scholastic/conduct 

probation or who had been either rusticated or 

expelled or who has received any 'F' grade (except 

in case of ‘F’ grade due to mass bunk of students) 

in any of the course in his/her programme, will 

not be entitled for the awards. The "US" grade 

obtained in the deficiency courses shall not debar 

the students from award of gold medals/awards 

etc. if they are otherwise eligible. 

9. If it is found that two or more students have 

obtained the same highest percentage of MARKS 

/OGPA, all the students will be given gold medal. 

 

 



10. The selection for the awards will be governed by 

these general rules in addition to the specific 

requirements for respective awards/medals. 

11. Competent authority to decide the award shall be 

Dean of the college concerned in case of U.G. gold 

medals and Dean, PGS in case of PG gold medals 

except where in the University Calendar Volume-II 

(LUVAS) relevant rules some other authority has 

been indicated. 

12. Competent authority before finally deciding the 

award, will announce the name of the awardee and 

invite objections from other claimants. 

13. The awards will be given away at the time of 

convocation of the university. 

14. In case of any dispute or difference of opinion, 

the decision of the Academic Council will be final. 

 

15. The particulars of the students with a passport 

size photograph shall be forwarded to 

the donors, if any, every year. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: If convocation is not held in a particular 

academic year, certificate to this effect will be issued 

to the awardee on his / her request. 

 

3. MEDALS/AWARDS FOR UNDER-

GRADUATE STUDENTS 

1. Dr. D.P. Banerjee Gold Medal in Veterinary 

Parasitology 

(i) The gold medal will be named as "Dr. D.P. 

Banerjee Gold Medal in Veterinary Parasitology". 

(ii) This medal will be awarded to the B.V.Sc. & 

A.H. student securing the highest aggregate marks in 

all the UG courses of Veterinary Parasitology. If two 

or more students secure same highest aggregate 

10. The selection for the awards will be governed 

by these general rules in addition to the specific 

requirements for respective awards/medals. 

11. Competent authority to decide the award shall 

be Dean of the college concerned in case of U.G. 

gold medals and Dean, PGS in case of PG gold 

medals except where in the relevant rules some 

other authority has been indicated. 

 

12. Competent authority before finally deciding 

the award, will announce the name of the awardee 

and invite objections from other claimants. 

13. The awards will be awarded annually at the 

time of convocation of the university. 

14. In case of any dispute or difference of 

opinion, the decision of the Academic Council 

will be final. 

15. The particulars of the students with a passport 

size photograph shall be forwarded to the donors, 

if any, every year. 

16. Gold medal can be given/proposed by the 

alumni himself or blood relative/family member 

of the University faculty alumni in the name of an 

eminent faculty member alumini of the 

University. 

Note: If convocation is not held in a particular 

academic year, certificate and Gold medal to this 

effect will be issued to the awardee by the 

competent authority. 

3. MEDALS/AWARDS FOR UNDER-

GRADUATE STUDENTS 

1. Dr. D.P. Banerjee Gold Medal in Veterinary 

Parasitology 

(i) The gold medal will be named as "Dr. D.P. 

Banerjee Gold Medal in Veterinary Parasitology". 

(ii) This medal will be awarded to the B.V.Sc. & 

A.H. student securing the highest aggregate marks 

in all the UG courses of Veterinary Parasitology. 

If two or more students secure same highest 



marks in all the UG courses of Veterinary 

Parasitology, then OGPA will be considered in 

deciding the gold medal. 

(iii) Failure/supplementary/ conduct probation cases 

will not be considered. 

 

 

(iv) The gold medal will be awarded annually at the 

time of convocation. 

(v) All the general rules of the university for the 

award of gold medals will be applicable to this medal 

also. 

 

 

 

 

2. Dr. P.K. Dwarkanath Memorial Gold Medal 

(B.V.Sc.&A.H.) 

(i) The gold medal will be named as "Dr. P.K. 

Dwarkanath Memorial Gold Medal". 

(ii) Alongwith gold medal a cash prize of Rs.5000/- 

be also given. 

(iii) The total marks obtained by the students in the 

subjects of Veterinary Anatomy, Veterinary 

Physiology, Veterinary Biochemistry and Veterinary 

Pharmacology offered by the college during B.V.Sc. 

& A.H. degree programme will be the sole criteria of 

determining merit of the students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

aggregate marks in all the UG courses of 

Veterinary Parasitology, then  all the student will 

be given gold medal. 

 (iii) Failure/supplementary/ conduct probation 

cases will not be considered (Except in cases 

where ‘F’ Grade has been given due to mass 

bunk) 

(iv) The gold medal will be awarded annually at 

the time of convocation of the university. 

(v) All the general rules of the university for the 

award of gold medals will be applicable to this 

medal also. 

Note: If convocation is not held in a particular 

academic year, certificate and Gold medal to this 

effect will be issued to the awardee by the 

competent authority 

2. Dr. P.K. Dwarkanath Memorial Gold Medal 

(B.V.Sc.&A.H.) 

(i) The gold medal will be named as "Dr. P.K. 

Dwarkanath Memorial Gold Medal". 

(ii) Along with gold medal cash prize of 

Rs.5000/- will also be given. 

(iii) The total marks obtained by the students in 

the subjects of Veterinary Anatomy, Veterinary 

Physiology, Veterinary Biochemistry and 

Veterinary Pharmacology & Toxicology offered 

by the college during B.V.Sc. & A.H. degree 

programme will be the sole criteria of determining 

merit of the students. If two or more students 

secure same highest aggregate marks in the UG 

courses as mentioned above, then all the student 

will be given gold medal and cash prize will be 

shared. 

(iv) Failure/Supplementary/ conduct probation 

cases will not be considered (Except in case of ‘F’ 

Grade due to mass bunk of students). 

(v) The gold medal will be awarded annually at 

the time of convocation of the university. 

(vi) All the general rules of the university for the 



 

 

 

 

 

 

4. MEDALS/AWARDS FOR POST-GRADUATE 

STUDENTS 

1. Merit Gold Medal for Masters 

The medal will be awarded to a master student who 

has successfully completed all the requirements of 

the degree programme in a particular year. The gold 

medal shall be awarded annually, for master's student 

of each constituent college of LUVAS. 

 

Criteria for award: 

(i) The student has obtained highest OGPA / marks in 

the master's programme. 

(ii) The student has completed the entire programme 

at this university or collaborating institution(s) 

wherever LUVAS has signed an MOU and should be 

in continuous residence for four semesters. 

 

 

(iii) The student must have completed programme 

within four semesters (to be counted from the date of 

first registration upto the date of notification) and 

must have obtained an OGPA of at least 7.50 /10.00 

basis. All those students who have passed a master 

programme of the university in a particular year will 

be considered for the award of gold medal for that 

year. 

 

 (iv) A student who has been on scholastic / conduct 

probation or who had been either rusticated or 

expelled or who has received any 'F' grade in any of 

the course in his / her programme, will not be entitled 

for the award. The "US" grade obtained in the 

deficiency 

award of gold medals will be applicable to this 

medal also. 

Note: If convocation is not held in a particular 

academic year, certificate and Gold medal to this 

effect will be issued to the awardee by the 

competent authority 

4. MEDALS/AWARDS FOR POST-

GRADUATE STUDENTS 

1. Merit Gold Medal for Masters 

The medal will be awarded to a master student 

who has successfully completed all the 

requirements of the degree programme in a 

particular year. The gold medal shall be awarded 

annually, for master's student of each constituent 

college of LUVAS. 

Criteria for award: 

(i) The student has obtained highest OGPA / 

marks in the master's programme. 

(ii) The student has completed the entire 

programme at this university or collaborating 

institution(s) wherever LUVAS has signed an 

MOU and should be in continuous residence till 

the completion of degree with maximum of six 

semester. 

(iii) The student must have completed programme 

within six continuous semesters without any break 

(to be counted from the date of first registration 

upto the date of notification) and must have 

obtained an OGPA of at least 7.50 /10.00 basis. 

All those students who have passed a master 

programme of the university in a particular year 

will be considered for the award of gold medal for 

that year. 

iv) A student who has been on scholastic / 

conduct probation or who had been either 

rusticated or expelled or who has received any 'F' 

grade (Except in case of ‘F’ grade due to mass 

bunk of students) in any of the course in his / her 

programme, will not be entitled for the award. 



non-credit courses and research credits shall not 

debar the students from award of gold medals / 

awards etc. if they are otherwise eligible. 

 

(v) If it is found that two or more students have 

obtained the same highest percentage of marks / 

OGPA, the marks obtained in the previous lower 

examination may be taken into consideration for 

deciding the award of gold medal. 

(vi) Competent authority to decide the award shall be 

Dean PGS who, before finally deciding the award, 

will announce the name of the awardee and invite 

objections from other claimants. 

(vii) The awards will be given away at the time of 

convocation of the university. 

(viii) In case of any dispute or difference of opinion, 

the decision of the Vice-Chancellor will be final. 

 

Note: If convocation is not held in a particular 

academic year, certificate to this effect will be issued 

to the awardee on his / her request. 

 

2. Merit Gold Medal for Doctorates 

The medal will be awarded to a doctoral student who 

has successfully completed all the requirements of 

the degree programme in a particular year. The gold 

medal shall be awarded annually for doctoral student 

of each constituent college of LUVAS. 

 

Criteria for award: 

(i) The student has obtained highest OGPA / marks in 

the doctoral courses including preliminary 

examination of major subject. 

(ii) The student has completed the entire programme 

at this university or collaborating institution(s) 

wherever LUVAS has signed an MOU and should be 

in continuous residence for six semesters. 

 

 

The "US" grade obtained in the deficiency non-

credit courses and research credits shall not debar 

the students from award of gold medals / awards 

etc. if they are otherwise eligible. 

(v) If it is found that two or more students have 

obtained the same highest percentage of marks / 

OGPA, all the students will be given Gold Medal. 

 

 

(vi) Competent authority to decide the award shall 

be Dean PGS who, before finally deciding the 

award, will announce the name of the awardee 

and invite objections from other claimants. 

(vii) The awards will be given annually at the 

time of convocation of the university. 

(viii) In case of any dispute or difference of 

opinion, the decision of the Academic Council 

will be final. 

Note: If convocation is not held in a particular 

academic year, certificate and Gold Medal to this 

effect will be issued to the awardee by the 

competent authority 

2. Merit Gold Medal for Doctorates 

The medal will be awarded to a doctoral student 

who has successfully completed all the 

requirements of the degree programme in a 

particular year. The gold medal shall be awarded 

annually for doctoral student of each constituent 

college of LUVAS. 

Criteria for award: 

(i) The student has obtained highest OGPA / 

marks in the doctoral courses.  

 

 (ii) The student has completed the entire 

programme at this university or collaborating 

institution(s) wherever LUVAS has signed an 

MOU and should be continuous residence till the 

completion of degree with not more than eight 

semesters. 



(iii) The student must have completed programme 

within six semesters (to be counted from the date of 

first registration up to the date of notification) and 

must have obtained an OGPA of at least 7.50/10.00 

basis. All those students who have passed a doctoral 

programme of the university in a particular year will 

be considered for the award of gold medal for that 

year. 

 

(iv) A student who has been on scholastic / conduct 

probation or who had been either rusticated or 

expelled or who has received any 'F' grade in any of 

the course in his / her programmes, will not be 

entitled for the awards. The "US" grade obtained in 

the deficiency non-credit courses and research credits 

shall not debar the students from award of gold 

medals / awards etc. if they are otherwise eligible. 

 

 

(v) If it is found that two or more students have 

obtained the same highest percentage of marks / 

OGPA, marks obtained in the previous lower 

examinations may be taken into consideration for 

deciding the award of gold medal. 

(vi) Competent authority to decide the award shall be 

the Dean, PGS who, before finally deciding the 

award, will announce the name of the awardee and 

invite objections from other claimants. 

(vii) The awards will be given away at the time of 

convocation of the university. 

(viii) In case of any dispute or difference of opinion, 

the decision of the Vice-Chancellor will be final. 

 

Note: If convocation is not held in a particular 

academic year, certificate to this effect will be issued 

to the awardee on his / her request. 

 

 

 

(iii) The student must have completed programme 

within eight continuous semesters without any 

break (to be counted from the date of first 

registration up to the date of notification) and 

must have obtained an OGPA of at least 

7.50/10.00 basis. All those students who have 

passed a doctoral programme of the university in 

a particular year will be considered for the award 

of gold medal for that year. 

(iv) A student who has been on scholastic / 

conduct probation or who had been either 

rusticated or expelled or who has received any 'F' 

grade (Except in case of ‘F’ grade due to mass 

bunk of students) in any of the course in his / her 

programmes, will not be entitled for the awards. 

The "US" grade obtained in the deficiency non-

credit courses and research credits shall not debar 

the students from award of gold medals / awards 

etc. if they are otherwise eligible. 

(v) If it is found that two or more students have 

obtained the same highest percentage of marks / 

OGPA, then all the student will be given gold 

medal. 

 

(vi) Competent authority to decide the award shall 

be the Dean, PGS who, before finally deciding the 

award, will announce the name of the awardee 

and invite objections from other claimants. 

(vii) The awards will be given annually at the 

time of convocation of the university. 

(viii) In case of any dispute or difference of 

opinion, the decision of the Vice-Chancellor will 

be final. 

Note: If convocation is not held in a particular 

academic year, certificate and Gold medal to this 

effect will be issued to the awardee by the 

competent authority. 

 

 



3. Dr. R.N. Srivastava Gold Medal 

(i) The gold medal be named as "Dr. R.N. Srivastava 

Gold Medal". 

(ii) Dr. R.N. Srivastva gold medal will be awarded 

annually to the best M.V.Sc. thesis in Animal 

Biotechnology/ Vety. Microbiology/ Vety. 

Immunology. 

(iii) All the students who complete their M.V.Sc. in 

Animal Biotechnology/Veterinary Microbiology/ 

Veterinary Immunology in that year will be 

considered for the selection of best thesis. 

 

(iv) A committee consisting of the Dean, Post-

graduate Studies as Chairman, Dean, College of 

Veterinary Sciences, Director of Research/Additional 

Director Research, Heads of Departments of Animal 

Biotechnology and Veterinary Microbiology will 

scrutinize the theses submitted by the students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(v) Mode of Selection 

The selection of the student for the award of gold 

medal shall be made on the basis of OGPA and 

quality of thesis research in the ratio of 40:60. 

Assessment of the thesis shall be based on the 

following criteria: 

Criterion Marks 

 

a. Importance of the problem selected for thesis 

3. Dr. R.N. Srivastava Gold Medal 

(i) The gold medal be named as "Dr. R.N. 

Srivastava Gold Medal". 

(ii) Dr. R.N. Srivastva gold medal will be 

awarded annually to the best M.V.Sc. thesis in 

Animal Biotechnology/Vety. Microbiology/Vety. 

Immunology. 

(iii) All the students who complete their M.V.Sc. 

in Animal Biotechnology/ Veterinary 

Microbiology/ Veterinary Immunology in that 

year will be considered for the selection of best 

thesis. 

(iv) A committee consisting of the Dean, Post-

graduate Studies as Chairman, Dean, College of 

Veterinary Sciences, Director of 

Research/Additional Director Research, Heads of 

Departments of Animal Biotechnology and 

Veterinary Microbiology will scrutinize the thesis 

submitted by the students. 

v) If two or more students secure same highest 

aggregate marks, then all the student will be given 

gold medal. 

(iv) Failure/Supplementary/ conduct probation 

cases will not be considered (Except in case of ‘F’ 

Grade due to mass bunk of students). 

(v) The gold medal will be awarded annually at 

the time of convocation of the university. 

(vi) All the general rules of the university for the 

award of gold medals will be applicable to 

this medal also. 

(vi) Mode of Selection 

The selection of the student for the award of gold 

medal shall be made on the basis of OGPA and 

quality of thesis research in the ratio of 40:60. 

Assessment of the thesis quality shall be based on 

the following criteria: 

Criterion of Marks 

A) Quality of thesis: 

a. Importance of the problem selected for 



research 10 

b. Originality of the work 15 

c. Application of research findings 15 

d. Examiners evaluation report 05 

e. Quality of thesis writing 10 

f. Publications based on thesis research 05 

g. OGPA 40 

Total 100 

APPLICATION FOR THE AWARD OF DR. 

R.N. SRIVASTAVA GOLD MEDAL 

1. Name in full (with admn. No.) 

2. Address 

3. Date of birth 

4. Date on which registered for M.V.Sc. programme 

and date on which the programme was completed 

(supported by documentary evidence) 

 

5. Name of the institutions and departments where 

the research was actually carried out 

6. OGPA (on 10.00 point basis) 

7. Name of the Major Advisor who guided the 

research worker 

8. Name of any other person who may have assisted 

in completing the work 

9. Whether the result of this research has been patent, 

if so details 

10. Educational qualifications beginning from 

Matriculation or equivalent examination (Given in 

the proforma below) 

Sr. No. Examination/ Subject Year of Board/ 

University Degree or diploma passing 

11. Whether ever examined on conduct probation, 

rusticated or expelled during study career? 

12. Publication based on M.V.Sc. research 

I. Certificate by the student 

I hereby declare that the entries made by me in this 

form are true to the best of my knowledge. 

Signature_________________________ 

Name and address________________ 

thesis research -10 

b. Originality of the work -15 

c. Application of research findings -15 

d. Examiners evaluation report- 05 

e. Quality of thesis writing -10 

f. Publications based on thesis research 05 

B) OGPA- 40 

Total 100 

APPLICATION FOR THE AWARD OF DR. 

R.N. SRIVASTAVA GOLD MEDAL 

1. Name in full (with admn. No.) 

2. Address 

3. Date of birth 

4. Date on which registered for M.V.Sc. 

programme and date on which the programme 

was completed (supported by documentary 

evidence) 

5. Name of the institutions and departments where 

the research was actually carried out 

6. OGPA (on 10.00 point basis) 

7. Name of the Major Advisor who guided the 

research worker 

8. Name of any other person who may have 

assisted in completing the work 

9. Whether the result of this research has been 

patent, if so details 

10. Educational qualifications beginning from 

Matriculation or equivalent examination (Given in 

the proforma below) 

Sr. No., Examination/ Subject Year of Board 

/University Degree or diploma passing 

11. Whether ever examined on conduct probation, 

rusticated or expelled during study career? 

12. Publication based on M.V.Sc. research 

I. Certificate by the student 

I hereby declare that the entries made by me in 

this form are true to the best of my knowledge. 

Signature_________________________ 

Name and address________________ 



Email ID__________________________ 

Dated:____________ Phone No. 

________________________ 

II. Certificate to be recorded by the Major Advisor 

and the Head of the Department at which the work in 

question was carried out: 

Certified that to the best of my knowledge the facts 

stated in the application by the student are correct. 

 

Signature Signature 

 (Major Advisor) 

(Head of the department ) 

Note: Please attach copies of all the documents duly 

attested along with application form. 

For further details, students may go through relevant 

rules given in the University Calendar 

Volume-II of LUVAS. Late applications would not be 

entertained. 

Email ID__________________________ 

Dated:____________ Phone No. 

_____________________ 

II. Certificate to be recorded by the Major 

Advisor and the Head of the Department at which 

the work in question was carried out: 

Certified that to the best of my knowledge the 

facts stated in the application by the student are 

correct. 

Signature 

 (Major Advisor) 

(Head of the department ) 

Note: i) Please attach copies of all the documents 

duly attested along with application form. 

For further details, students may go through 

relevant rules given in the University Calendar 

Volume-II of LUVAS. Late applications would not 

be entertained. 

ii) If convocation is not held in a particular 

academic year, certificate and Gold medal to this 

effect will be issued to the awardee by the 

competent authority. 

 

 Above Amendments in Chapter-VII of the University Calendar Volume-II may be 

brought to the notice of all concerned. 

     Sd/- 
 Registrar  
 
Endst. No. Reg./A-1/2022/902-37  Dated 09.03.2022 

1. SPS to VC for kind information of worthy Vice-Chancellor. 
2. All Deans/Director/Officers/HoD’s /Offices / Sections (including outstations) 
3. Incharge website LUVAS for uploading it on university website. 
 
                                                                                                          Sd/- 

   Deputy Registrar 
       For Registrar 


